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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Wholesale 3d Stone Mosaic Big Diamond Marble Tile Backsplash

Short Description: This tile has big diamond shapes

made of black, white and grey marble long chips and

white marble as a white background. The whole tile

looks simple but keeps its popularity and it’s a good

choice for interior wall backsplash application.

Model No.: WPM031

Pattern: 3D Diamond

Color: White & Grey & Black

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

If the overall style of your home design is simple and generous, then the naturally matching

stone mosaic wall tile decoration should not be too fancy, but choose elegant and simple

colors and make some simple geometric arrangements. Then we think this mosaic is a very

suitable decoration. This marble stone mosaic tile uses white marble as a base and matches

white, grey, and black marble chips to combine the big diamond shapes. The model is
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complicated to make, however, the whole tile looks simple and clean and it keeps nowadays’

popularity and gains much attention from home designers and owners.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Wholesale 3d Stone Mosaic Big Diamond Marble Tile Backsplash

Model No.: WPM031

Pattern: 3D Diamond

Color: White & Black & Grey

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10mm

Tile-size: 300x300mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM031

Color: White & Black & Grey

Style: Big Diamond

Model No.: WPM277

Color: Grey & Black

Style: Small Diamond

Product Application

Stone mosaic tiles bring good value to your house because it is a natural stone and never fades with

age. This natural stone mosaic big diamond mosaic tile backsplash has a big diamond shape and is

suitable for wall decoration of your interior home, office, hotel, and other areas in both commercial and

residential projects. It can be widely used as a hotel bathroom mosaic, marble tile backsplash for kitchen,

wall decorative mosaic, and so on.



Exquisite and delicate stone, each piece is carefully selected, and each piece has its own light. Never

stereotyped, always unique to you.

FAQ

Q: What is the packaging of the product?

A: Our mosaic stone packaging is paper boxes and fumigated wooden crates. Pallets and Polywood

packaging are also available. We support OEM packaging as well.

Q: How much is the shipping cost?

A: We need to check with our shipping company or express agent according to the delivery address

and the goods' total weight.

Q: Do your products support customization? Can I put my logo on the product?

A: Yes, customization is available, you can put your logo on the product and cartons.

Q: What is the customs code of the product?

A: Marble Mosaic Product: 68029190, Stone Mosaic Product: 680299900. We can show the custom

code you want on the Bill of Lading.


